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DISC 1
1 Impressions de muntanya (1910)  3.43
  Dansa del poble
  El repòs dins del temple  [1.24]
  Pastoral   [2.44]
2 Dues Impressions (1915/16)  2.16
  Barri de platja  
  Camí de muntanya [1.15] 
3 Impressions sobre la vida d’un miner (1914)  6.57
  Primeres hores del matí
  Treballs i records  [2.24]
  Retornant del treball  [5.20]
4 Impressions de La Garriga (1913/16)  12.56
  Muntanya-dansa
  L’Ermita de la Garriga  [3.07]
  Pastoral a la boira (1)  [4.59]
  Pastoral a la boira (2)  [7.01] 
  Pastoral salvatge  [9.17] 
5 Cinc Impressions (1918)  11.41
  I   
  II A Rosita   [1.24]
  III Dansa de la noia que salta la corda vora el riu [3.51]
  IV   [7.01]
  V Petit cementiri a la tarda [9.34]
6 L’eco (1914)   1.09
7 Les hores (1915)  2.40
8 Festa triste (1915/16)  2.47
9 Dues Arabesques (1915)  3.52
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10 Les amigues retornen del camp (1916)  1.49
11 Serious fox-trot (1916)  5.24
12 Tango (1919)   3.18
13 Ball pla   1.13
14 Dues Cançons    2.53
  La de les campanes 
  La del pastor [1.15]
15 Les fàbriques prop de la platja  2.15
16 Sis variacions harmonics sobre un  3.58
 tema popular «La cançó d’en Jaumet»  
      Total playing time 68.53

DISC 2
1 El camí del jardí (1911)  0.39
2 Dos Petits Preludis (1912)    3.25
  Oració d’ermita 
  Il-lusió   [1.51]
3 Montseny (1912)  1.31
4 Preludi (1912/13)  1.17
5 Cançó i dansa del pessebre (1914)  2.32
6 Record de platja (1914)  2.11
7 Variacions ‘Aura-Mazda’ (1915)  6.27
8 Fox-trot (1916)  2.49
9 El plany del captaire (1916)  5.22
10 Camins de sorra  2.32
11 Dansa dels tres reis que han caigut del camell  3.21
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debut at Carnegie Hall, and ever since has been in demand for recitals and concerto 
performances on both sides of the Atlantic.

He is a prolific recording artist and his many discs for Nimbus Records include the 
complete solo piano works of Mendelssohn, Brahms, Debussy, Grainger, Szymanowski 
(voted Best Instrumental Recording of 1996 by the Spanish magazine ‘CD Compact’) 
Stravinsky, Korngold and the sonatas of Alun Hoddinott. He has recently recorded several 
Spanish piano masters and Volume 2 of this series received the 2000 Classical Indie 
Award from the Association for Independent Music in the USA. The soundtrack of the 
film ‘Howards End’ features Martin Jones performing Grainger’s Bridal Lullaby and Mock 
Morris. Nimbus recently released Martin Jones’s performances of Gershwin songs 
arranged by Earl Wild, the piano music of Hans Gál and Carlos Guastavino.

His performance repertoire, as well as encompassing most of the standard works for 
piano, also includes unusual concertos such as the Busoni Concerto, which he performed 
with the BBC Symphony Orchestra and Norman Del Mar. He has also championed the 
music of British composers and has performed concertos by Britten, Benjamin, Mathias, 
McCabe and Lambert. He gave the first performance of the revised version of Alun 
Hoddinott’s Third Concerto at the 1974 BBC Promenade Concerts, and recorded 
Hoddinott’s Second Concerto with Andrew Davis and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra 
for Decca.

In the USA he has served as jury member on a number of international piano 
competitions, and performed in New York, Washington, Florida, Tennessee, Louisiana, 
Texas, Utah, Wisconsin and California. In Los Angeles he gave a recital as part of the 
1994 UK/LA Celebration of British Arts, which was broadcast live on KUSC Radio. He 
gave the world premiere of Ravelled Threads by American composer, Wendy Carlos in 
New York. In 1996 he became the first major British artist to give a solo recital in 
Ekaterinburg, Russia. Recent highlights include a recital at the Adelaide Festival, a 
programme of Percy Grainger at the Eifeler Musiktage in Germany, and the complete 
Iberia of Albéniz at London’s South Bank Centre.
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Belisa is overcome by sadness at not being able to be with her lover forever.  Perlimplin 
tries unsuccessfully to comfort her.  He finally draws a dagger and goes after the lover.

Belisa is very afraid as she is unable to warn her lover.  She enters the patio and stands 
on the balcony.  Then the lover appears with the dagger buried in his chest.  He staggers 
and falls down into Belisa’s open arms.  In a final gesture, he rips off his mask to reveal 
his face: it is Perlimplin.                 

The music is in fourteen unbroken sections, each corresponding with a plot development.  
A vigorous prelude introduces the ballet’s main themes, including that of Perlimplin, 
most poignantly recalled in the closing scene.  The score is laced with an unmistakably 
Spanish flavour, not least in the dances of the five men with Belisa in the night and the 
dancing couples.  After its premiere at the Liceu, Perlimplinada was not performed again 
until 1992, when the Cadaqués Orchestra, conducted by Victor Pablo Pérez, staged it for 
the sixth Castell de Perelada Festival.    

© Paul Conway 2012

Martin Jones has been one of Britain’s most highly regarded solo pianists since first 
coming to international attention in 1968 when he received the Dame Myra Hess Award. 
The same year he made his London debut at the Queen Elizabeth Hall and his New York 
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12 Estanys de paper de plata  2.38
13 Pensaments   2.04
14 El pont de Montjuïc (1941/47)  4.48
15 Romança (1944)  0.44
16 Moderato expressivo (1946)  0.54
17 Glossa sobre ‘Au clair de la lune’ (1946)  1.30
18 Fantasia sobre ‘Au clair de la lune’ (1946)  2.45
19 Preludi XI (1943?)  1.42
20 Preludi XII (1960)  3.17
21 Ballet    13.51
  Preludi
  Complanta de Lelian [3.44]
  Temps de masurca [4.37]
  Temps de vals  [5.15]
  Temps de blues [5.44]
  Confidència  [6.26]
  Forlana   [7.15]
  Temps de pavana  [7.53]
  Oreig i vol gavines [8.36]
  A la recerca de l’oblit [9.26]
  Extasi   [9.57]
  Partença i comiat [11.51]
  Cant de la Victòria. [12.48]

  Amor ! Amor ! que for a nostra vida 
  sens tu que n’apaivagues las rigor?
  La teva tan dolcament cafida 
  que son consol es diu : Amor ! Amor ! 
   Poesia de Ricard Permanyer

      Total playing time 66.22
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DISC 3    
Federico Mompou with Xavier Montsalvatge

Perlimplinada (1956)
Ballet sobre l’obra de García Lorca

«Amor de Don Perlimplín con Belisa en su jardin»
1 Prélude   1.39
   
2 Rideau    5.14
  
  Des jeunes filles se promènent.  
  Perlimplín les regarde avec indifférence malgré leurs insinuations.

  Apparaît Marcolfa, la gouvernante de Perlimplín. [1.04]
  Elle s’efforce de la convaincre de se marier. Il s’y refuse.

  On entend la voix de Belisa à travers son balcon. [2.31]
  Perlimplín l’écoute en extase.

  Apparaît Belisa appelée Marcolfa. [3.25]
  Perlimplín lui déclare son amour quoique très timidemnet 
  et sous la pression de sa gouvernante.

  Marcolfa pousse Perlimplín dans la maison de Belisa  [4.19]
  et depuis son balcon il announce ses fiançailles

3 Cortège de Belisa   4.15
  
  Lentement les cortèges disparaissent...La nuit tombe.  [0.50]
  Perlimplín reste seul.

  Perimplín se dirige vers la porte derrière laquelle Belisa  [1.12]
  se déshabille

  Regarde par le trou de la serrure...Regarde à noveau. [1.32]
  Perlimplín découvre toutes les beautiés de Belisa.

  Adage de Belisa et Perlimplín dans la chamber nuptiale. [2.18]

  Perlimplín s’est endormi. [4.00]
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The first characters to appear are Don Perlimplin, a nobleman from Granada, and his 
maid, Marcolfa, who tries unsuccessfully to persuade him that at his time of life he should 
be contemplating marriage.  Suddenly Perlimplin becomes entranced by the singing of 
Belisa, a young village girl.  Encouraged by Marcolfa, he calls Belisa, who appears at her 
balcony.  After initial disbelief, she accepts Perlimplin’s blunt proposal of marriage, 
orchestrated by Marcolfa.  Having followed Belisa into her house, Perlimplin returns to 
the street to announce his forthcoming nuptials.

A sound of bells signals the union between Belisa and Perlimplin.  Later, on their 
honeymoon night, Perlimplin realises he is attracted to Belisa after all and approaches 
her.  She rejects his advances, however, and they end up dancing together.

During the night, music is heard with flutes playing dreamlike music.  Five men appear 
on their neighbouring balconies.  Belisa rises and approaches them, as if in a 
somnambulistic trance, and begins a dance in which she seems to be possessed by each 
of the men.  They then leave Belisa on the bed and disappear over the balconies.  At 
daybreak the sleeping Perlimplin is found to have large gold horns.  He wakes up and 
kisses Belisa, who is fast asleep.  An indignant Marcolfa tries to pull off Perlimplin’s horns, 
despite his efforts to retain them.

Outside several couples come out to dance in the garden.  In the foreground, Perlimplin 
is seen giving Marcolfa instructions which she seems reluctant to obey.  Belisa appears 
and Marcolfa tells her of a young man who loves her and wants to meet her.  After initial 
misgivings, Belisa acquiesces and Marcolfa departs to convey the news.  The dancers 
move off and Belisa remains alone.

A man in a mask enters.  He approaches Belisa and declares his love for her.  Belisa falls 
in love with him and they dance together.  A noise inside the house alerts her that 
someone is coming and she bids her lover to leave.  Belisa slowly approaches the house 
and on reaching the door encounters Perlimplin.  Witnessing her distress, Perlimplin asks 
her to confide in him.  Belisa resists at first, but in response to her husband’s 
compassionate tone, she tells him everything.
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premiered it at the Casal del Merge in Barcelona.   Prelude XII is dedicated to Dr. Fidel 
Saval, a piano aficionado, and was written in 1960.  Marked ‘cantabile’, its anguished 
main theme is obsessively reiterated in a mood of repressed disquiet.            

The fifteen-minute Ballet suite was written for inclusion in a bibliophile edition of a book 
published in Barcelona by Joaquim Norta in 1949, featuring poems by Ricard Permanyer 
and illustrations by the composer’s brother the painter Josep Mompou (1888-1966). It 
features twelve epigrammatic sections, all but one of them scarcely more than a minute 
in duration. The exception is the lyrical opening Prelude, which lasts around five 
minutes: although scored for two hands, this is a version of the Prelude No. 6 for Left 
Hand of 1930. The shorter pieces take the form of a series of brief Gallic-flavoured 
sketches, several of which are cast in various dance forms -- mazurka, waltz, forlane, 
pavane -- and a ‘blues’.  There are also terse distillations of emotional states such as Extasi 
(Ecstasy), which presages the arcane austerity of Mùsica callada.   

DISC THREE
The third disc in this collection is devoted to the piano version of Mompou’s most 
extended composition, his half-hour ballet score Perlimplinada.  Following the success 
in London of House of birds, a John Lanchberry ballet based on orchestral arrangements 
by Alexandre Tansman of Mompou’s piano pieces, he was commissioned in 1955 to 
produce a work for the Barcelona tour of Marquis de Cuevas’ ballet company.  Based on 
an idea by set designer Xavier Coll, the subject of the new ballet – for which Mompou 
was to write an entirely new score - was Frederico García Lorca’s play Amor de Don 
Perlimplin con Belisa en sa jardin (The love of Don Perlimplin for Belisa in her garden).  
Realising he would not be able to complete the orchestration in time for the premiere, 
Mompou asked his friend the composer Xavier Montsalvatge (1912-2002) to collaborate 
with him on the project, developing the themes, orchestrating them and composing two 
additional dances.  On 8 May 1956, the new ballet in three scenes, entitled Perlimplinda, 
was premiered in the Liceu.  
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4  Apparition des Hommes symbole des cinq races. [0.22] 6.02
  Belisa somnambule se lève du lit. [1.04] 

 Variations des Hommes et Belisa [2.08]

  (Belisa somnabule) [2.43]

  Les Hommes disparaissent par la fenêtre. [5.47]
  Ils ont laissé Belisa sur son lit.

5 Aubade   4.57
  
  Perlimplín se réveille cocu. [0.36]

  Marcolfa cherche à lui enlever les cornes. [0.49]
  Ils se les caresse.

  Apparaissent les couples qui s’apprêtent à danser les «Panaderos» [1.39]

  Vers la fin de la danse des «Panaderos» apparaissent Marcolfa  [4.32]
  et Perlimplín. Dans un coin de la scène celui-ci donne des 
  instructions à Marcolfa afin d’obtenir que Belisa accepte un 
  rendez-vous avec un amant fictif.

6  Pendant que les couples de danseurs disparaissent,   8.32
  Marcolfa announce à Belisa l’imminente arrivée de l’amant.
  
  Entrée de l’amant. [0.39]

 Adage avec Belisa
 

  Belisa manifeste sa crainte d’être guettée et prie l’amant de partir. [3.12]

  Dernier elan avant la séparation. [3.47]

  Entrée de Perlimplín qui fait semblant d’être en colère et fait  [4.23]
  comprendre à Belisa ses soupçons.

  Belisa s’explique... Perlimplín insiste. [4.40]
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  Belisa lui avoue. .. Perlimplín, furieux, sort àla poursuite de  [5.13]
  l’amant avec l’intention de le tuer. 

  L’amant (Perlimplín) entre en scène poignardé...Il avance  [6.12]
  péniblement...Belisa découvre que son amant n’etait 
  autre que Perlimplín 

      Total Playing Time 30.42

Federico Mompou
Piano Music - Discoveries

‘I always try to make good music. My only desire is to write works in 
which nothing is missing and nothing is superfluous. I regard as most 
important in my compositional activity to limit myself to what is 
essential and avoid getting lost in secondary, unimportant ideas. 
Some colleagues cannot understand my positioning away from large 
forms and the traditional concept of music; to me, there is only my 
form and my concept.’ Federico Mompou

It is sometimes said that the greatest Spanish music was composed by Frenchmen - one 
thinks of Bizet’s Carmen, Chabrier’s España, Debussy’s Ibéria and La soirée dans 
Grenade, and numerous works by Ravel - but it is also the case that many Spanish 
composers turned to France for inspiration and instruction, and in so doing paradoxically 
created music imbued with unmistakable indigenous character. Composers such as Isaac 
Albéniz, Enrique Granados, Joaquín Turina and Manuel de Falla were all drawn to Paris 
to study and work, and they became involved in artistic circles including the likes of 
d’Indy, Fauré and Dukas. Mompou himself studied in Paris and lived there for three 
decades, falling under the influence of Fauré, Debussy and Satie; and yet his small output 
is characteristically Catalan - not only through his use of folk melodies and idioms, but 
also through his uncanny ability to capture moods in his music.
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El Pont (The Bridge) was written in 1941 and then discarded.  It is dedicated to Mompou’s 
future wife, Carmen Bravo, ‘in memory of our first stroll together’.  Originally destined to 
be the second piece from the Paisatges (Landscapes) collection, it was ultimately not 
included  because of the composer’s dissatisfaction with what he termed its ‘perhaps 
overly melodic-romantic character’, concerned as he then was  about the significance of 
his idiom at a time of growing complexity and avant-gardism in contemporary music.  
However, in 1976, while working on a piece commissioned by the Spanish Ministry of 
Education to honour the centenary of the birth of Pau Casals, Mompou revisited El Pont, 
creating a new version for cello and piano - his only work for these forces - that retains 
the same main theme as the version for piano only, but develops it in a totally different 
manner.  Passionate and declamatory in tone as befits a love token, the original version 
for piano is presented here with the title El pont de Montjuïc.

Romança is a miniature written on 29 October 1944 and dedicated to Carmen Bravo on 
the occasion of the third anniversary of their meeting – it is symptomatic of the 
composer’s inherent diffidence that it took him sixteen years to propose marriage.  
Moderato expressivo of 27 July 1946 is the original version of No. 18 ‘Luminoso’ in the 
third part of his Mùsica callada, where the inherently bitter-sweet nature of the material 
is heightened and exploited. 

Mompou wrote his charming Gloss and Fantasy on the popular French song ‘Au clair de 
la lune’ in November 1946.  In both pieces the original tune is not stated at the outset but 
gradually disclosed through delicate impressionistic harmonies. The titles of Gloss and 
Fantasy were added to the manuscript by Mompou’s wife, Carmen Bravo.  

Mompou’s series of Preludes for piano span virtually his creative output.  Each of them is 
an individual piece and their grouping into series has more to do with their sharing a title 
then with any formal unity.   The first four examples were published in 1930, the 
following six in 1952.  Pensive in mood, Prelude XI was actually his seventh contribution 
to the form, as noted on the original score.  Mompou dedicated the piece to the pianist 
Alicia de Larrocha on the occasion of her wedding in 1950 and a few months later she 
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a musical form he would master in his charming Three Variations of 1921 and the more 
ambitious and wide-ranging Variations sur un thème de Chopin of 1957.  It presents four 
contrasting versions of a starkly monodic theme – a similar texture opens La Cegueta (The 
Little Blind Girl) from the 1917 Suburbis (Suburbs) set.  In both cases the introduction of 
resonant chords has a transfiguring effect on the single melody. 

The ever-shifting textures of Fox-trot may be attributable to Mompou’s wish that his friend 
the composer Manuel Blancafort should transcribe it for a piano roll at the family factory.  
Blancafort’s experience with player pianos led to much exploration by both young friends 
of distorting and manipulating sounds.  In this uncharacteristic work from October 1916, 
Mompou also demonstrates his awareness of the latest popular musical trends.      

Written in December 1916, El plany del captaire (The Beggar’s Lament) contrasts a 
gravely melancholic main section with more impassioned episodes.  It may have been 
intended for inclusion in Suburbis: two pieces in that 1917 collection are entitled Les 
Gitanas (Gypsies) and manuscript copies of El plany del capitaire exist which also bear 
that title.

The next four pieces are all undated.  Camins de sorra (Sandy Paths) evokes an effortful 
journey through sand in its outer sections which frame a fleeting, minimalist central 
passage; it may have been intended for the Fêtes lontaines suite.  Dansa dels tres reis que 
han caigut del camell (Dance of the Three Kings who Fell from their Camels) is likely to 
have been written for the Pessebres collection.  A certain musical exoticism is used to 
evoke the oriental origin of the Three Wise Men who travelled to worship the baby Jesus.  
The ‘fall’ of the title is not based on any familiar version of the narrative.  Estanys de paper 
de plata (Pools of Silver Paper) is also thought to have been destined for Pessebres.  
Curiously the coda quotes a refrain from the Catalan national anthem Els Segadors (The 
Reapers).  Pensaments (Thoughts) is a restless and obsessive piece.  Its echoes the 
primitivism of the mesmeric Cants màgics suite, of which it may well have originally 
formed a part.  
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But Mompou disliked being considered a mere folklorist - and he also protested when 
called a composer: ‘I am not a composer; I do not wish to be a composer,’ he said. ‘I 
believe, quite simply, that I am music; a music which I am sure is not made by me, for I 
always have the feeling that it comes into me from without.’ He was not swayed by the 
modernistic, atonal and serial trends that prevailed in Europe in the 20th century; rather, 
his is a music stripped of cerebral development and counterpoint; which abjures drama 
and its attendant climactic tensions and resolutions; from which even barlines, time 
signatures and key signatures are often absent.

Born in Barcelona on 16 April 1893 to a Catalan father and a mother of French extraction, 
Federico Mompou became associated with the Catalan renaissance movement heralded 
by the 19th-century poet Jacinto Verdaguer, and sustained in the 20th century by artists 
such as the architect Antonio Gaudí and the surrealist painters Salvador Dali and Joan 
Miró (Mompou’s exact contemporary). Mompou displayed pianistic talent from an early 
age; he studied at the city’s Conservatorio Superior del Liceo with Pere Serra and gave 
his first public recital when he was just 15 years old. It was the experience while still 
young of hearing Marguerite Long playing Fauré’s music, along with encouragement 
from Granados, that instilled in him the urge to study in Paris, and from 1911 he studied 
privately there with Isidore Philipp and Ferdinand Motte-Lacroix (piano), and Marcel 
Samuel-Rousseau (harmony). He moved back to Barcelona for seven years as a result of 
the First World War, returning to France in 1921. Despite a certain shyness he made a 
number of important friendships,moving in social circles that included Miró, Poulenc and 
other composers resident in and passing through Paris.

Mompou returned to Barcelona in 1941, once more as a result of war, and became an 
occasional lecturer on his own music to international students at Santiago de Composte-
la. Despite awards from both the Spanish and French governments, he lived his life out 
of the limelight, no longer performing in public, and playing his compositions only in 
private to his friends. He continued teaching until his career was cut short by a stroke, 
and died in Barcelona at the age of 94, on 30 June 1987. 
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Mompou composed almost exclusively on the small scale. His largest work is the ballet 
Perlimplinada, a collaboration with Xavier Montsalvatge (1912–2002) composed in 1956 
to a scenario after Federico García Lorca. Aside from this he composed songs and some 
choral music, including the oratorio Improperios (1963) on liturgical texts. By far the most 
important part of his modest output, however, is the piano music. His earliest works for 
piano betray most of all the influence of Fauré, and also of Ravel and Debussy.

All the pieces presented here remained unpublished during Mompou’s lifetime.  Many of 
them came to light in 2008 when his apartment was being cleared out and three folders 
were unearthed filled with manuscripts containing his first attempts at composition.  
Thanks to the support of the Frederic Mompou Foundation, most of these scores have 
now been published.  The rest of the programme comes from a smaller collection of 
material housed in the Bibliotheca Nacional de Catalunya’s Mompou Collection.    

Mompou spent much of the decade leading up to 1920, the year of his first published 
work Cants màgics (Magic Songs), attempting to establish his individual musical voice.  
This quest resulted in a series of short impressions and pieces with generic titles.  Several 
of them contain ideas the composer later revisited, enabling the listener to follow his 
journey towards what he termed ‘my sound and my expression’.  The earliest pieces, 
dating from Mompou’s teenage years, already have the stamp of his very personal style: 
a restricted number of notes, striking harmonies and an introspective and - even at this 
stage - an unmistakably yearning tone.  This confirms that his remarkably consistent 
idiom was essentially in place right at the beginning of his creative life predating the first 
pieces he acknowledged such as the Impressions íntimes (Intimate Impressions) of 1914 
and the Scènes d’enfants (Scenes of Childhood), written between 1915 and 1918.

Several of these early pieces – such as Barri de platja, Les fàbriques prop de la platja, 
Record de platja, Camins de sorra and Camí de muntanya – stem from recollections of 
the beach, the mountains, Mompou’s daily walks and everyday experiences.  According 
to the composer’s wife, the pianist Carmen Bravo, ‘All of Mompou is the essence and 
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DISC TWO
Written in 1911, the fragmentary El camí del jardí (The Garden Path) originally formed 
part of a projected suite entitled Motius (Motifs) which was never realised.  Dos Petits 
Preludis (Two Short Preludes) was written in 1912.  Oració d’ermita (Chapel’s Prayer) was 
composed in Paris and is based on a repeated motif the composer would incorporate into 
Pavillon de l’élégance (Pavilion of Elegance), the final piece of his Souvenirs de 
l’exposition suite of 1937.  Il-lusió (Illusion) was written in La Garriga and achieves a 
peaceful serenity redolent of his late masterpiece Mùsica callada (Silent Music) of 
1959-67. 

Inspired by the nearby massif, Montseny was composed in La Garriga in 1912.  The 
manuscript includes the subtitle Motiu per cantar (Reason to Sing).  Its ardent intensity 
and presentation of the main melody in parallel thirds anticipates Mompou’s Prelude 
no.1 written in 1927.  In fact he first gave the title of ‘Prelude no.1’ to his miniature score 
Preludi written in Paris and Barcelona between 1912 and 1913.  It recalls Erik Satie and 
Frédéric Chopin, two other composers who concentrated on writing for the piano and 
whose music unquestionably influenced Mompou in his formative years. 

Cançó i dansa del pessebre (Song and Dance of the Nativity Scene) of 1914 probably at 
one stage belonged to the Pessebres suite, although Mompou did not ultimately include 
it in that work.  Its bipartite form suggests it might be viewed as a precursor to Cançón y 
Danza, which the composer produced between 1921 and 1978.  Unlike most of the later 
work, Cançó i dansa del pessebre does not include popular Catalan melodies, but instead 
provides original themes – a delicate berceuse interrupted by a vigorous and quirky 
dance.   

Record de platja (Beach Memory) was written in Barcelona on 11 February 1914.  A brief, 
introspective work in the rhythm of a Gymnopédie founded on a three-note motif, it was 
originally entitled Impressió núm11 (Impression no.11).  

The ‘Aura-Mazda’ Variations were written in Barcelona between 27 January and 6 
February 1915.  This is one of Mompou’s first attempts at writing a theme with variations, 
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(1914) and Solace, a Mexican Serenade (1909), respectively.  Mompou’s ‘tango’ is in fact 
a Catalonian habanera, far removed from the Argentinean tango.

There follows a series of brief works which bear no date.  The Ball pla (Low Dance) 
consists of Mompou’s harmonisation of a popular Catalan folk-tune.  He used it again in 
the dance section of his Canción y Danza No.15 for organ of 1972.

It is possible that the Dues Cançons (Two Songs) were intended for inclusion in the 
composer’s projected set Pessebres.   La de les campanes (The Song of the Bells) has no 
tempo indications, but has the feel of a folk song and is another instance of the profound 
effect on him of his childhood experiences listening to the bells from his grandfather’s 
factory.  La del pastor (The Song of the Shepherd) is in a popular pastoral idiom in 6/8 
and provides an early sample of Mompou’s individual approach to variation technique 
in which the melody remains essentially unchanged whilst its treatment and textures are 
varied considerably.

Les fàbriques prop de la platja (The Factories Close to the Beach) demonstrates the 
composer’s predilection for resonating harmonies in the piano that attempt to recapture 
the days of his youth close to the sea in Barcelona.  A sense of effortful striving is created 
by the juxtaposition of two ubiquitous chords which persevere without achieving any 
resolution.   

There are two versions and several sketches for Sis variacions harmonics sobre un tema 
popular ‘La cançó d’en Jaumet’ (Six Harmonic Variations on a Popular Theme ‘The Songs 
of Little James’), the first of which is thought to be from 1912.  The piece simply clothes 
its fixed melody in a variety of different sonorities and harmonies, exploring it in various 
states of mind – a freely spontaneous-sounding approach to variation form which 
Mompou also favoured in his later contributions to the medium.
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nostalgia of moments from the past […] these moments came to him through music as a 
memory, and that memory is what Mompou then put on paper’.  

DISC ONE
Impressions de muntanya (Mountain Impressions) was completed in Barcelona in the 
winter of 1910 and consists of three little pieces.  The rustic Dansa del poble (Villagers’ 
Dance) is in 6/8 time and spiced with some scrunching dissonances.  El repòs dins del 
temple (A Moment’s Rest in Church) ends with a chorale, providing early evidence of the 
composer’s spiritual and contemplative nature.  The concluding Pastoral is a typically 
wistful recollection of an idyllic mountain landscape – even in works written when he 
had only just reached maturity, Mompou is audibly looking back in order to recreate 
aspects of his own childhood world.   

Barri de platja (Beach Quarter) first appeared in 1911, emerging in its final form in 1916.  
Of significance is its reiteration of a bell-like chord (G flat, C, E flat, A flat, D) which the 
composer referred to as ‘the essence of all of my music,’ and which came to be known 
as the ‘Barri de platja’ chord.  As a child Mompou was absorbed by the metallic sounds 
that emanated from the family bell foundry and he spent hours studying the sounds and 
vibrations produced as the bells were being made.  The ‘Barri de platja’ chord thus 
captures the resonances of his childhood in a precise and highly personal way.  Mompou 
later used a phrase from this little piece in a different rhythm in the dance section of his 
Canción y Danza (Songs and Dances) No.3 of 1926. 

Camí de muntanya (Mountain Path) originates from 1911 and achieved its final form in 
1915.  Its melody would later be transformed into the poignant opening theme of Jeunes 
filles au jardin, the final piece from Scènes d’enfants.  

Impressions sobre la vida d’un miner (Impressions on the Life of a Miner) was written in 
1914 and is significant in that it is the only work Mompou consciously composed as a 
cycle, with a common theme reflected in the titles of each of the individual pieces: 
Primeres hores del matí (First Hours of the Morning); Treballs í records (Work and 
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Memories) and Retornant del treball (Return to Work).  As if to reinforce the piece’s 
distinction as Mompou’s only true ‘cycle’, its three movements share an idea: the central 
piece’s baleful, measured sequence of chords is presaged at the end of the previous 
movement and recalled in the next.  

La Garriga is a small town approximately twenty miles north of Barcelona renowned for 
its mineral baths.  Mompou’s set Impressions de La Garriga (Impressions of La Garriga) 
was never completed and has been compiled on the evidence of notes on a page of 
manuscript.  Muntanya-dansa (Mountain Dance) from 1915 bears the inscription ‘…to 
Lolita Blanch with the condition that she will be able to forgive me for making her wait 
so long’.  L’Erimta de la Garriga (The La Garriga Hermitage) is dedicated to Mompou’s 
friend and fellow composer Manuel Blancafort and is dated 3 August 1916: ‘L’Ermita’ 
was the name given to a meeting room in the well-known spa hotel at La Garriga owned 
by Blancafort’s father where the two young composers used to play music and exchange 
ideas.  An instinctive attraction to the natural world and the influence of Debussy are 
evident in both versions of the Pastoral a la boira (Pastoral in the Mist) from 1913.  
Pastoral salvatge (Wild Pastoral) is likely to have been written between 1913 and 1915: 
unusually for this least exhibitionist of composers, it demands some bravura playing.  

Mompou’s output contains many examples of ‘Impressions’, suggesting a place or 
memory of a past experience.  His Cinq Impressions (Five Impressions) were written in 
1918 and therefore postdate the collection Impressions íntimes.  The untitled first 
impression is positive and anticipatory in outlook; part of its principal melody would later 
be used by Mompou in his 1937 collection, Souvenirs de l’Exposition.  Framed by a 
theme in the style of a gentle mazurka, A Rosita would appear to be a dedication as much 
as a title.  Dansa de la noia que salta a la corda vora el riu (Dance of the girl skipping by 
the river) is dated 7 December 1918 and may have been intended to form part of the suite 
called Pessebres (Nativity Scenes), written between 1914 and 1917.  The fourth 
impression is untitled, but bears the marking ‘Senzill’ (Simply) and has the feel of a lilting 
waltz in 3/4 time.  The set concludes with Petit cementiri a la tarda (Little Cemetery in 
the Evening) which presents a chant-like idea.      
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Also under the generic title of ‘Impression’, there are two versions of L’eco (The Echo), 
almost identical.  One is signed and marked ‘15 March 1916, Barcelona’.  In this tiny 
piece Mompou experimented with the resonances of the piano, even taking pains to 
notate them fully on a separate stave.  Les hores (The Hours) is inscribed, ‘The first day 
of the year 1915’.  Its measured tread reflects the gradual passage of time, a theme to 
which Mompou would return many times throughout his oeuvre.

At the head of the score of Festa triste (Sad Party), Mompou wrote, ‘In the middle of the 
celebration a heart breathes…now comes the man with the monkey’, and on the last page 
is recorded, ‘Sudden solitude…calm…the celebration is over.  Barri de platja, all that is 
left is the memory as the sea blends its soft rhythm with the chilling silence of the night’.  
It includes a simple version of a melody that would later be used in the song for voice 
and piano Cançó de la fira.  Festa triste was composed between 2 October 1915 and the 
following year and is something of a precursor to the collection of six short pieces which 
comprise the Fêtes lointaines (Distant Celebrations) suite of 1920-21.  It shares with them 
the sensibility of a born onlooker rather than participant and a poignant feeling of longing 
for popular games of a bygone era heard from afar and recollected in tranquillity that is 
quintessentially Mompou.

Perhaps Debussy’s two Arabesques for piano provided the inspiration for Dues 
Arabesques, of which the first is marked ‘19 April 1915’.  The second, composed 
between 1 October 1915 and the following year, bears the dedication, ‘On a friend’s 
departure’.  Les amigues retornen del camp (The Girl Friends Return from the 
Countryside) from 1916 is another illustration of an ‘Impression’.  In a work which breaks 
into uncharacteristically full-blooded Romanticism, the influence of Debussy may once 
again be detected. 

Serious fox-trot and Tango were written during the years 1916 and 1919 for clients of the 
spa and hotel at La Garriga.  They are genuine additions to their genres, entirely devoid 
of the satirical edge or self-awareness present in Stravinsky’s forays into popular forms.  
Sophisticated and graced with an essential gravity of tone, Serious fox-trot and Tango 
have a spiritual kinship with the late piano works of Scott Joplin, such as Magnetic Rag 
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